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		Clojure is a practical, general-purpose language that offers expressivity rivaling other dynamic languages like Ruby and Python, while seamlessly taking advantage of Java libraries, services, and all of the resources of the JVM ecosystem. This book helps you learn the fundamentals of Clojure with examples relating it to the languages you know already, in the domains and topics you work with every day. See how this JVM language can help eliminate unnecessary complexity from your programming practice and open up new options for solving the most challenging problems.

	
		Clojure Programming demonstrates the language’s flexibility by showing how it can be used for common tasks like web programming and working with databases, up through more demanding applications that require safe, effective concurrency and parallelism, data analysis, and more. This in-depth look helps tie together the full Clojure development experience, from how to organize your project and an introduction to Clojure build tooling, to a tutorial on how to make the most of Clojure’s REPL during development, and how to deploy your finished application in a cloud environment.

		
			Learn how to use Clojure while leveraging your investment in the Java platform
	
			Understand the advantages of Clojure as an efficient Lisp for the JVM
	
			See how Clojure is used today in several practical domains
	
			Discover how Clojure eliminates the need for many verbose and complicated design patterns
	
			Deploy large or small web applications to the cloud with Clojure
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Survivors of Childhood and Adolescent Cancer: A Multidisciplinary Approach (Pediatric Oncology)Springer, 2005

	It was not long ago that clinicians would say,“study ed at the 1975 meeting revealed. Among them was the late complications of cancer treatments we give to one based on data collected by the Late Effects Study children? You must be joking! We can start worrying Group, an international consortium that consisted about that when we start...
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The p53 Tumor Suppressor Pathway and Cancer (Protein Reviews, Vol. 2)Springer, 2006

	The current year (2004) marks the Silver Anniversary of the discovery of the p53 tumor suppressor. The emerging ?eld ?rst considered p53 as a viral antigen and then as an oncogene that cooperates with activated ras in transforming primary cells in culture. Fueling the concept of p53 acting as a transforming factor, p53 expression was markedly...
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Energy Resources in Bangladesh: Trends and Contemporary IssuesSpringer, 2018

	This book discusses the energy issues facing Bangladesh, specifically the lack of access to electricity that impedes overall development. In-depth chapters examine critical energy problems and provide possible solutions including energy conversion and energy efficiency and the utilization of energy reform strategies for further development of...
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Management for Engineers, Scientists and TechnologistsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Significantly revised and updated, this second edition of Management for Engineers, Scientists and Technologists is vital reading for all students of any of these subjects hoping to make it in the real world.


	 Increasingly, students of engineering, science and technology subjects are finding that their success...
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Trojans, Worms, and Spyware, First Edition : A Computer Security Professional's Guide to Malicious CodeButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
One of the biggest headaches that comes along with networked and Internetconnected
computers is the absolute requirement of dealing with malicious
code attacks. There is no choice; if your systems are not equipped in some way
with antivirus protection, sooner or later some bug will eat them. There is also
very little to be...
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Cambridge Grammar for IELTS Student's Book with Answers and Audio CDCambridge University Press, 2006

	Cambridge Grammar for IELTS provides complete coverage of the grammar needed for the IELTS test, and develops listening skills at the same time. It includes a wide range of IELTS tasks from the Academic and General Training Reading, Writing and Listening modules, and contains helpful grammar explanations and a grammar glossary. A...
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